We present a subcolor constituent model, built to describe all forms of matter: quark, lepton and dark matter. The interactions involve gauge fields as well as forces due to dynamic and spontaneous symmetry breaking. The model endorses the absence of Higgs scalars.
Introduction
A model for quark and lepton constituents, called maxons, was introduced in [1] and [2] . In [1] it was assumed that there are two spin 1/2 color maxons. The interaction between maxons was supposed to be some (non-stringy) form of quantum gravity.
Here we make the assumption that the interaction between maxons is a more familiar confining one, eg. SU(3) of subcolor. Therefore we call the two (not counting color) basic constituents trions: m + i of charge +1/3 and color triplet and m 0 of zero charge and color singlet. Both are subcolor triplets, and we set α s,subcol > α s,col and T conf,subcolor > T conf,color
The first generation quarks and leptons can be presented in terms of trions as follows
where the subcolor indices are not shown however.
Fermions in the Early Universe
This setup of is motivated by the following arguments:
1. the various forms of matter should be understood in a unified way with a minimal representations of fermions,
2. the T=0 state should be a very low entropy system, 3. the SU(3) subcolor and SU(3) color are the only gauge fields at this stage, they differ with their energy scales Λ, 4. the interactions of the model should agree experimentally with the standard model at low energies. The standard model is analyzed from a novel point of view in [3] .
We end up considering hadrons as "molecules" rather than "atoms" of the basic constituents.
It is, of course, deeply appreciated that the mathematical generalizations of quantum theory to field theories of high symmetry have, during the last eight decades, been very successful. The representations and space dimensions needed in the main stream theories are often quite high and include smaller or larger number of particles not yet observed.
This model is more pragmatic than the traditional GUT, or other theories of the last 30 years, though our goals are alike. The trion model is constructed bottom up, starting with a magnifying glass on fermions, trying to take as few as possible of them and gauge fields. At this stage we attempt to gain order in the low energy phenomena up to the top quark mass, perhaps at the expense for Planck scale energies.
We now analyze a period of the very early universe where the trions were the only constituents. The initial state of our model universe consisted of a large number of fermion trions packed in a large box. The entropy was very low. The system had a small pressure. When the box walls were "removed" the entropy and temperature increased and physical processes began to evolve.
At T > T c,subcolor , the trions formed a dense gas. The charged trions had a chance of being in thermal equilibrium due to QED collisions. The neutral trions interacted with a much longer free mean path assuming α > α subcolor and, by random fluctuations, they tended to gather together in lumps of various sizes, to be later observed as galaxy structures.
At T < T c,subcolor , formation of three trion bound states started, favoring neutral trions, producing quarks and leptons. The "four fermi" SU(3) subcolor interaction of d + u− > e + ν is assumed to form a bound state, the W boson. Similarly, in the four ν interaction the Z is formed. We suppose the top quark be the heaviest three trion bound state. The mass spectrum between below one eV and up to 200 GeV is an open question for all theories. -As concerns gravity, in a cold universe the dark matter still interacts with ordinary matter via gravitation.
In relatively cold regions the trions may pair to form a condensed state of boson matter. The vev of such a condensate is an interesting quantity. It is tempting to speculate of its connection to dark energy and inflation. In an expanding universe, this energy density may go slowly to zero. Studies in certain He systems indicate that a zero or very small cosmological constant may be possible [4] .
For authoritative general reviews of cold dark matter and energy, and the cosmological constant, see [5] , [6] .
Conclusions
The purpose of the model discussed here is to approach a simple, unified picture of the known forms of matter using a minimal number of basic constituents. This model assumes that baryons, leptons and dark matter are described by the same subcolor constituents, which have confining gauge interactions between them.
A major question at this stage is finding methods to estimate, or even calculate, ratios of any observed quantities within this scheme. Of primary importance is naturally the quark and lepton mass spectrum from below eV to 200 GeV. Finding this we believe the weak boson masses would also be obtained dynamically without explicit Higgs scalars. Treating the photon and the graviton as collective modes associated with spontaneous symmetry breakdowns [7] , together with the trion fermions, we seem to have an example of the type of theories outlined at the end of [3] . A more detailed analysis of the model is under study.
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